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Living Divani renews its partnership with Automobili Lamborghini for the setting up of the Porto Cervo Lounge 
 
Living Divani, Italian Company leader in the design scene, renews its partnership with the renowned luxury super 
sports car brand Automobili Lamborghini, furnishing the exclusive Lamborghini Lounge in Porto Cervo. 
 
This refined and modern environment, which can be visited by appointment only from the June 15th, has been created 
with the aim to establish a unique and exciting connection with the public, in the name of a 100% "Made in Italy" 
experience. Both members of the Altagamma Foundation, the luxury Italian brands committee composed of 
companies in the fields of design, fashion, food, jewelry, automobiles and hospitality, Living Divani and Lamborghini 
combine their products for a sophisticated scene that envelops the visitors while expressing the Italian lifestyle of 
which the two brands are true ambassadors. 
 
The Space 
 
Located in Costa Smeralda this Lounge combines once again iconic products with the latest novelties of the furniture 
brand, which share with Lamborghini the typical Italian spirit, beauty and heritage. 
 
At the entrance, the visitor is welcomed by the area dedicated to the Heritage Wall which shows the new Sumo 
bench, a comfortable yet functional complement designed by Piero Lissoni for the 2021 collection. As an evidence of 
the importance given to details and material research, the Inari console, by the duo Mist-o, has been chosen in a 
tactile black finish variant. 
 
The Tecnomar for Lamborghini area takes up the soft and delicate colors of the sea, proposing two Twin armchairs in 
elegant velvet, accompanied by the Ile coffee table, with blue glass top. Perfect for a relaxing break to enjoy even in 
company, the Nina stools lightly parade in the Counter Bar. 
 
Protagonist of the Living Area, the Ile Club family designed by Piero Lissoni shows off its sofa and dormeuse variant, 
completed by the coffee tables, proposed in different sizes and finishes. The Confident armchairs, with their 
enveloping shape, are also available in the Library where, under a wide screen, is installed the Grek Box storage unit 
signed by the brothers Oscar and Gabriele Buratti. 
 
Among the complementary furniture, the Wedge table accompanies the experience of the car configurator inside the 
AD Personam Room, proposed in the version finished with dark colour cement-effect and surrounded by the Nut 
armchairs. 
 
Lastly, the Agra upholstery family by Spanish designer David Lopez Quincoces furnishes the Backyard, both in the 
sofa and armchair versions, together with the Ile coffee tables, in the outdoor version and the iconic Frog armchairs, 
born in 1995 from the creativity of Piero Lissoni. 
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LIVING DIVANI 
Perfect, harmonious proportions and a feeling of understated luxury are the distinguishing features of Living Divani, a 
family-owned company that has made its trademark of upholstery. Since the early 1970s, the Company has followed a 
clear path, maintaining an intensive dialogue with the contemporary world and becoming one of the landmarks in the 
design landscape. Strategic is the alliance with Piero Lissoni who, since 1988 has led the firm’s unique style in his dual 
role as art director and designer, seeking to express at best its distinctive language made of discretion and formal 
neutrality. The Living Divani collection is conceived as well for the Contract sector, where quality, technical 
performances and custom-made solutions qualify the company to be active globally in different fields: offices, banks, 
airports, hotels, waiting areas, museums, restaurants and showrooms. Significant acknowledgement of the path of 
excellence of Living Divani is the entry in Altagamma in 2012. Since September 2020, Living Divani Gallery is the 
brand's new Milanese outpost; designed by Piero Lissoni as a theatrical stage where to represents the thousand facets 
of Living Divani’ style, becoming a new place to be visited in the city. 
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Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. 
Founded in 1963, Automobili Lamborghini is headquartered in Sant’Agata Bolognese, in the province of Bologna, and 
produces luxury super sports cars that are amongst the most coveted in the world. 
 
A Lamborghini super sports car is exclusive, visionary, innovative and always unmistakably Italian; this uniqueness is 
due to the combination of distinctive design, maximum dynamism, technological innovation, high craftsmanship and 
maximum quality. 
 
The current range includes: the Aventador with a naturally aspirated V12 engine, introduced in 2011 and represented 
by the LP 780-4 Ultimae, produced in a limited edition of 350 Coupé and 250 Roadster models; the Huracán, launched 
in 2014 represented today by the STO with a naturally aspirated V10 engine; the Super SUV Urus with a bi-turbo V8 
engine, on the market since 2018. 
With 167 dealerships throughout the world, in over 50 years Automobili Lamborghini has created a series of dream 
cars including the 350 GT, Miura, Espada, Countach, Diablo and Murciélago, and limited series such as Reventón, Sesto 
element, Veneno, Centenario and Sián. 
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